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hey guys what's up. when it comes to writing and also my say you need to know your sources very well before we get started. I will strongly
strongly strongly urge you to go to online and download the last five year Christian paper especially since the pattern changed from thirteen
fourteen fifteen sixteen and at least those four year Christian Ripper and. I tried to write an essay in at least three to four topics before you go to
the exam hall to any of us saying that if we will just write the essay for the first time in the exam hall that is not how it works you have to practice it
before you enter the exam hall. let us see how to write an awesome as.

I say the sources of it this is presented by our friend Romans any. when it comes to my own preparation like. I did not what that much time into
essay preparation and this is true for most of the other toppers as well like they do not specifically devote let's say three months to a celebration
maybe like one to two weeks of time for preparation plus they give like three for mock test or five more tests but what happens with these toppers
is that they have a strong strong General Studies knowledge like really really strong core plus they have strong reading habits plus they have a
decent command over English language if it does not mean that you should only do in English language however 90% candidates write the same
English language. that's why.

I thought I'll mention it but you can write in any language you like okay obviously it has to be according to UPC rules now try to structure and
draw out lines and certain essays which appeared in the last three year papers. that is why the first source the most important sources the previous
equation papers if you cannot like saw write the entire essay try to ask questions like every essay can be broken down into eight eight to fifty
marks questions or 250 words questions. that is how. I go about writing an essay. try to break it down into eight questions or try to suggest the
outlines of certain essays now now there is already like too much information overload there are infinite number of PDFs and videos available to us
and we like tend to go for these books with courts because you want to impress quote-unquote the examiners with knowledge and intellectual
prowess and basically you try and tend to study like books for essay writing which are available in the market.

I am NOT saying there per se wrong but it is not simply possible for you to remember all the quotes and quote it at the right time. try not to go into
information overload okay. also if you know. much you will deviate from the core team of the essay you will end up writing a number of irrelevant
things. if you do not write what the stanford essay examiner is asking you to write you will get like really really bad marks in essay 2 also waste
your precious time it also end up frustrating the examiner. all these points you need to keep in mind before you start your essay paper preparation
now the important thing which you need to understand here is like there is no like single important book of futures if you study that then you will be
able to get to 150 plus marks C that is simply not possible but if you give 3 to 4 mock tests the forth emails examination it will help you realize five
things first is how fast can write second is like how fast can you think about a new topic innovative topic third thing here is that like how will you
behave in the exam hall when you are encounter do that for thing is like feedback by the examiner and first is like how much marks are you getting.
it will be the similar in the UPS exam hall as well. try to give as many mock tests as possible now more than the content is the structure organization
and closeness of the content to the ostian that is important. one thing which. I would like strongly urge all of you to believe in is do not write
unnecessary things try to stick to the point most of the time and whatever point you are trying to make or whatever conclusion are coming to it is
very important that was no divert and you stick close to the a steam. now let us see the material needed you do not need specially anything but as a
model of a gyrometer be is good. you can go for that now like if you are not reading the Hindu well or if you have not covered it well then you can
watch lessons by Chetan Varma but still like if you want to cover it you can do selective reading of some frontline articles red line in a magazine
like but one of the best sources which. I personally find is yogena you organize little the ultimate source for writing the best essays where every
article is a very high quality. I say that's how you remember it and try to read the Hindu daily bookmark important articles which are fodder worthy
which have catchy phrases and which you know can help you in the exam wall. these are the only material you need to write good essay and it is
more about the mock test. thank your watching this lesson.
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